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Power requirements: 
6f22 9V battery or dc eliminator 2.1 mm 
plug center negative and positive sleeve.
 
notes:  
little tweedy drive is protected against 
wrong dc eliminator polarity.
Use recommended voltage for best 
results.

the manufacturer claims that the above  
mentioned product fulfils the requirements 
as set by en 55013, en 55020, en 
60555-2 and en 60555-3, roHs and 
Weee.    

Mad Professor pedals carry a 2 year 
limited warranty.



MAD PROFESSOR - LITTLE TWEEDY DRIVE - OWNER’S MANUAL

Thank you for buying 
the Mad Professor Little 
Tweedy Drive pedal! 

the little tweedy drive is voiced after the 
famous small tweed amp tone, like the tone 
on tweed deluxe. the little tweedy drive 
provides a vintage tone that is used on many 
recordings: big, fat & punchy midrange with 
a sweet growl reminiscent of the late 50´s 
amplifiers. the little tweedy drive has a 
tone that almost purrs!

With the little tweedy drive, you don´t just 
have the tweed tone, but also the hard to 
get dynamics and touch sensitivity that are 
the qualities that have made the tweed amps 
classic and raved about among the players.

this unique pedas has multiple gain stages 
which are fine tuned to create the most amp-
like feeling pedal you have ever experienced.

adjusting the amount of gain by picking 

attack or guitar volume and using the tone 
controls on your instrument, makes the little 
tweedy drive pedal fit into a surprisingly broad 
range of genres: from jazz & blues to country 
and rock´n´roll!

another great feature is that it gain stacks 
very well too. You can get more saturated 
and higher gain tones by placing a booster or 
another overdrive pedal in front of the little 
tweedy drive.

the little tweedy drive works equally well in 
front of a clean amp or an already distorted amp.

thanks to the nicely balanced internal compres-
sion, the little tweedy drive cleans up very well 
from the guitar´s volume control. also, just like 
on the vintage tweed amp, the output volume 
will not drop too much. 

the controls are:
•	 VOLUME sets the output level.

•	 DRIVE adjusts the amount of distortion.

•	 TREBLE adjusts high frequency tone.   

 adjustment range is from significant   
 high frequency cut to slight high   
 frequency boost. also when driVe is up  
 treBle affect comes more subtle.

•	 BASS adjusts low frequency tone.   
 adjustment range is from significant low   
 frequency cut to slight low frequency   
 boost. 

C A U T I O N !	
never operate the unit with its bottom 
removed or damage will most likely occur.

Mad	Professor	Little	Tweedy	Drive	
ELECTRICAL	SPECIFICATION:
•  Current consumption 15 mA at 9VDC 
•  Supply voltage range 7.5V to 18V 
 (9V recommended, the sound of the 
 pedal depends on supply voltage) 
• Input impedance 500 kOhm at 1 kHz 
• Output impedance 1 kOhm 
• Complete bypass (true bypass)
• Dimensions 113 x 65 mm
•  Weight 270 g


